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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a case study on cross-cultural collaboration in the European Union on the requirements and design phase of a common ICT procurement project, impacting each participating country. Based on this study, a cross-cultural risk assessment framework is proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Europe today there are several international political arenas with a large amount of collaboration and integration across national borders. The European Union (EU) and Schengen are two of these arenas. The policy and rule issues are negotiated and decided on a political level, but require an operational implementation across the EU/Schengen and the countries.

The study described in this paper investigates the impact of cultural differences on cross-cultural work, in the context of an international ICT procurement project.

The purpose of the study is to identify key work process areas, goals, questions, and metrics that can help assessing for a risk management purpose. The case study has resulted in a goal based assessment, with the objective of clarifying cultural-related risks in an international project. It is anticipated that through using the assessment, the likelihood of achieving the goals of the project and the different nations involved can be strengthened.

This paper is outlined as follows: First we give a background overview on cross cultural globally distributed software work. Section 3 looks into the case and the research method used in this study. In the following section the case findings are elaborated, and in section 5 the findings are analyzed, resulting in the cross-cultural risk assessment framework presented in section 6. Section 7 concludes and looks at further work.

2. BACKGROUND
This section introduces some important aspects of global software work and cross-cultural collaboration for the further analysis. A framework for ICT procurement is also introduced.

2.1 Cross-cultural globally distributed software work
Work on software related issues is complex organisational work. It is a network of interaction between people, organisation and technology, involving a variety of social and human issues, such as relationships of people, teams, organisations and nations with different backgrounds, spoken languages and styles of working. Complex software work is knowledge intensive, communication and collaboration-dependent activities that in high degree are based on tacit and intangible knowledge. Intangibility, heterogeneity, mobility and scalability are features that differentiate software work from other services and also manufacturing activity.

Globally distributed collaborative software work emerges in different contexts and from different motivation. Global Software Work (GSW) is defined as software work undertaken at geographically separated locations across national boundaries in a coordinated fashion involving real time or asynchronous interaction [14]. GSW can include work done across national borders through outsourcing, alliances, subsidiary arrangements or purchase. The case study presented in this paper is a project where the partners are on equal level, but geographically distributed across European nations.

A cross-cultural globally distributed setting magnifies the complexities of collaborative work on software, creating new and changing existing challenges.

The experience of many business projects, and the conclusion of various research work is that working across cultures on this type of work is a challenging process. A lot of research has been performed, but viewing it as a multidisciplinary field in regards to manage the risks magnified by this, seems to be not particularly researched.
Different people give different meanings to a situation based on their socio-cultural background, which can lead to conflict [16]. Culture can have a huge effect on how people interpret and react to a situation. Being aware of this in order to manage the risks and possible opportunities derived from such a situation will be necessary.

Research on culture is not a new science but has until the late 10-20 years largely been addressed within the scope of anthropology, as among others recognised in the work found in [7], [8], [9]. Anthropology does however largely look at single cultures in isolation. Studies on cross-cultural aspects have however increased in numbers with the internationalisation of business and work environments. Still, international business literature seems to be dominated by classical marketing, organisational and management theories. As Hofstede [10] studied the cross-cultural dimensions of IBM in different countries, the attention turned to cross-cultural operation and work. This line has been followed up by among others by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner [15] as the most cited one. A popular assertion is that the cross-cultural dimension is a source of creativity, because of the differences of the people brought together. This fits well with the idea of the knowledge-creating company suggested by Nonaka and Takeuchi [11] but still Hofstede [10] argues that the cross-cultural differences are much more commonly a source for conflicts rather than creativity.

The differences also mean that people of different cultures have different understanding of what good teamwork implies and how to approach it. Omitting the question of what ‘good’ teamwork ought to be for a while, all types of teamwork imply some parameters (fundamentals) that need to be solved independent of culture. These can be derived from [10] and [15]: Relation to the task to perform, Relation to time, Relation to others, Decision making, and Communication style.

These parameters are universal for all kinds of work, but different cultures put their own flavours on them, which can easily be misunderstood by “outsiders”. When collaborating, this creates some particular challenges.

Large-scale projects executed in an international setting involve a number of partners that have different experiences in working cross-culturally and that are motivated by a range of conflicting goals and interests. Knowledge about the partner is important in order to make qualified choices, before and during the execution phase. Efficient collaboration results from differences that are understood, managed and reconciled. Assessing the partners’ experiences, interests, preferences and abilities in terms of risk management, will make the project more efficient.

All kinds of collaboration are challenging, even within one culture. Culture can be defined at different levels, for example a national culture, an organisational culture, or an internal group culture. The guiding principle is that the challenges scale up as the differences become larger. Thus, the more differences the more challenging cooperation. This is in this paper seen in the term of risk management. The more challenges, i.e. differences, the greater the risks imposed to the cooperation. An assessment and a subsequent analysis on the cross-cultural collaboration will help in the process of managing the risk.

2.2 GQM

The cross-cultural risk assessment presented in this paper is an add-on to a larger project on developing the ICT Procurement Capability Model (IPCM™) (see [4]). The IPCM™ defines Key Process Areas (KPAs) that contains support for the following three usage areas:

- Capability Determination
- Risk Management
- Process Implementation

The Goal-Question-Metric (GQM, see [5]) paradigm is used to describe goals within each KPA. There are also suggested questions and metrics to be used in assessment of goal fulfilment.

The risk assessment presented here focuses specifically on managing culture related risks when establishing common specifications for procurement projects. The assessment also adheres to the GQM structure used in the IPCM™, and defines goals as well as suggesting questions and metrics to be used when carrying out an assessment.

3. RESEARCH METHODS

This section describes the studied case, and how information was elicited and later analyzed based on the case

3.1 The case

The case is an EU project with 25 equal partners (Schengen countries), together developing one central software solution, and each developing own national software that is going to exchange data with the central system. This will replace the existing system, adding extra functionality, which requires that all the countries agree on the functional and technical requirements to and design of the central system. This will have large implications on the design of the national systems. The experience is that gaining an agreement between 25 equal actors is a huge challenge.

There is one central project, run by the European Commission, where each Schengen member country is represented. This is where the central software solution is designed and developed. Each country has their own national project, designing and developing their national software. Each country has own laws, practice, finance, preferences and history that set their requirements to the system. In short, there are a number of different cultures that has to agree on one common solution. The requirements of the central project have the highest priority, and thus it is of major importance to include as many own requirements as possible into the central project.

This case study is based on one of the countries’ (Norway) views on the requirement and design phase of the project. Norway and Iceland are members of Schengen, but not of EU, which means they have the rights to speak, but not vote in the requirement negotiations in this project. Therefore, these states have decided to initiate an informal collaboration group of five countries, in order to have a stronger influence on the decision making in the central project. This is the same tactic as Norway used with success in a previous Schengen software development project. Some of the other countries have created similar groups, while others have decided to work on their own. See figure 2 for illustration, where [A-H] represents the national teams, [B-D] the informal collaboration group, and the lines are illustrating the relations.
3.2 Information elicitation
The development of the cross-cultural risk assessment framework is based on a multi-method approach, including interviews, document studies, survey and an in-depth case study have been used. All individual pieces of evidence collected have been registered in an evidence file.

A number of interviews have been performed: First, a single interview with the main objective of gaining an overall organizational overview for the researchers, using an interview guide. Secondly, further persons have been presented to a web-based questionnaire that asked them to fill in experience details. The persons were selected by the first person interviewed, where we specifically asked for experienced individuals, but with different roles/perspectives. The use of an unscheduled web-based survey reduced the need for scheduled time for a second set of focused interviews, based on interview guide.

Based on the interview framework from the development of the IPCM™, and initial meetings with the case organization, an interview guide focusing on cross-cultural risks was established.

The interviews were semi-structured, following topics of this interview guide. The topics and associated questions were opened-ended in order to allow exploration. The interviews were taped and scripted. These scripts became part of the overall evidence file. The persons are considered some of the most senior by their own organization in this area, and have worked in several similar projects. The way we have conducted investigation is based on reviewed interview guides, and initial analysis of results have taken place soon after data collection.

3.3 Information analysis
The interview scripts were analyzed and compared to existing literature on cross-cultural and global software development issues.

Recurring patterns have been sought for by the research team through repeatedly iterating over all evidences gathered. Attention has been paid not only to what has been found, but also the quality of the source of the evidence. The findings were analyzed towards existing literature on cross-cultural collaboration.

Based on this analysis, best practices and results have been structured through using the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) paradigm [5] to give guidance and support for risk assessments.

3.4 List of instruments
In this section, instruments used in this research are briefly described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Web-based survey – experience details gathering for all interviewed persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Interview guide with main purpose of getting an overview of the organization and its procurement process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Interview guide with the purpose of understanding the cultural risks in an international collaboration on common ICT procurement. Anonymity was ensured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Evidence file, where each evidence has been assigned an identifier.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Threats to validity
To reduce the threat of various mono-bias versions, there have been two researchers conducting the interviews, with crossing over between researcher/partners when possible.

4. FINDINGS
In this section, we present individual pieces of findings identified in the interviews.

4.1 The central project
The central project develops the central Schengen software system. Meetings including delegates from each country are conducted regularly through different forums (formal meetings, workshops etc.). All members of Schengen have the right to speak, but only those who are members of EU have the right to vote. The number of votes each country has is different.

The oldest Schengen countries hold the highest status. Newer Schengen members tend to support the views of larger countries, rather than pursuing their own immediate interests directly. The Norwegian team believes that trust and status should be built based on knowledge, and that the actor possesses opinions and are willing to fight for them. In the central project meetings, the speakers are logged. These logs are sent to a high level in the EU, and status is given those who are on the speakers list. This is of different importance to the participating countries and influences the quality of the contributions made in the central project meetings.

The political system and the arrangement of the national Police differ from country to country. Some have a more complex system than others, with several different polices. The home country domain knowledge is therefore varying between the actors.

Some countries are less hierarchical than others, and this is often manifested through differences in the national decision processes and the authority of the delegates. The Norwegian delegates have extended decision authorities, while others have to run the decisions upward in their national hierarchy. The Norwegian team reports to a relatively flat national hierarchy, with easy access to the steering group, director of the police and the ministry. The Norwegian team sees the risk in possible future national political
or bureaucratically changes, or changes in the central project towards a more formal and less flexible regime.

System development methods, as well as project management methods vary considerably among the different countries. This is experienced as challenging for the collaboration.

In the informal group English is the common language, and is spoken by everyone. English is also the common language in the central project, but some countries require an interpreter. Not everyone is fluent in English, but it is said that it is accepted, and that the project speak “Schenglish”. The dress code in the meetings has always been formal, but it has softened after the new countries have joined Schengen.

The countries have different priorities towards the development of the new system. The old countries already have a working system, but new countries do not have a system, and is dependent on having one before they can become a full member of Schengen. The time aspect is thus clearly the most important for the new countries. Norway, being one of the older members prioritizes quality highly, argues that the project should spend the necessary time and resources in order to reach the wanted quality.

4.2 The informal collaboration group

Norway’s motivation for joining the informal collaboration group was first of all a desire to actively contribute to the success of the central and national projects, even though they do not have rights to vote. In a small group it is easier to discuss own issues than in a larger and formal group. The informal collaboration group believes that they can ensure more impact by collaborating through this smaller group.

The Norwegian team believes in focusing on new technology for the software solution, not using any of their old system. When finding allies for this group collaboration, their far most important requirement to the partner was that they shared their view on technology issues. Personal chemistry and previous experience of collaboration was also important when the group was formed.

The group meets regularly and discusses issues and how to bring them to the central project. Often they write documents, and distribute to other countries, trying to convince them to join them in this requirement in the next meeting in the central project. They have learned that if they impose their requirements in a written, formal form, it is much easier to get them accepted.

The Norwegian team members interviewed claimed that the group has a rational approach to decision making, where the conversations are straight forward and to the point.

Through the group collaboration they learn from each other, and can discuss the national and central challenges on their own terms. In this way all the members increase their knowledge through collaboration. The intimacy of being a part of a group is also valued.

The Norwegian team members always focus on professional issues when meeting other project partners, also during breaks and meals. When meeting in the central project, they are networking with other members than their established group. They regard it as very important to get to know the right actors, which are those who possess power and votes.

5. ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze the combinations of findings of the case study and existing literature, concluding in the dimensions used in the cross-cultural risk assessment framework presented in the next section.

As indicated in section 2.1 cross-cultural teamwork may be regarded along some particular dimensions or, as noted here, parameters. These may be regarded as general and are independent of what kind of work or what the task to execute involves. It may be a simple information processing task performed from your desk or complex physical work in a construction plant involving a large number of workers. The parameters are independent of how many are involved, a couple of people or a large team of many thousand workers. Finally, they are independent of whether it is a single culture or cross-culture team.

The parameters have for this research acted as a guideline for designing a framework. The framework covers all the parameters but does not explicitly address them. The parameters do however make the foundation for the questions determining the teams’ orientations. It is assumed that the more gaps there are in the different teams orientation, the greater the opportunities for conflict, misunderstandings and so on. Consequently, gaps are risks to the overall performance of the project as well as the agendas of the individual participants as they cannot easily read the map of orientation in this unfamiliar environment. The predictability and performance drop. The framework is developed to increase the predictability and thereby counteract the performance drop.

The project is relatively geographically distributed, but in the same time zone, and there is an increased effort to initiate contact, and trust is an issue.

Due to the international aspect of the case studied, culture is a natural parameter to focus. This covers typical cultural issues as recognized in Hofstede [10] and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner [15]. These dimensions aim at revealing differences in behavior, preferences and practices that can be traced back to different cultural origins. It is however many processes that apply to team work that not are reasonable to characterize in terms of cultural differences. This are covered in the dimension of collaboration and work processes.

In addition to review culture as an issue that may impose risk to the purposes of a national team, national political issues are likely to influence the project, work processes and decision making in different ways. Similar does the EU have its own political structure. Moreover, the efficiency of the project will largely be determined by the participants’ domain knowledge. Domain knowledge does here refer to the area of application, which is the police and Schengen. It also includes that some nations have a more complex department or sector organization than others that they need to take into account when they propose their requirements to the main project. All factors like the abovementioned are here embraced in the term context. This gives the following dimensions of orientation, which we are using
as a basis for the structuring of the cross-cultural risk assessment framework elaborated in the next chapter:

1. Collaboration and work processes
2. Cultural
3. Context

6. RISK ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

Based on the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM see [5]) structure we suggest a series of goals, questions and metrics for the Cross-Cultural Collaborative Public Procurement risk assessment framework.

By using the suggested set of goals, questions and metrics from, a user can perform an assessment of cross-cultural risk in the requirements work of the procurement project. The three dimensions of collaboration and work processes, cultural, and context are used as the dimensions of orientation.

Due to space limitations the complete set of questions and metrics for each goal are not included in this paper, only a short summary of the content. For detailed description on this cross-cultural ICT procurement risk assessment framework, see [4].

6.1 Collaboration and work processes goals

This section focuses on how the work and collaboration between equal partners is likely to be, addressing international experience, communication, commitment, trust, stability, priorities, confidence and risk of dissolving. The collaboration and work process goals are:

- **Identification of partners’ corresponding international experience:** Focusing on international experience.
- **Identification of communication skills and standards:** Focusing on common language, time and space.
- **Identification of the mutual connection within the group:** Focusing on the commitment and dependency to the group, continuity and stability of the group, and the inner coherence of the group.
- **Identification of trust and status within the group:** Focusing on the factors for creating trust and status within the group.
- **Identification of the partners’ stability in functional and technical requirements:** Focusing on the tendency to requirement stability.
- **Identification of the partners’ priorities related to the project:** Focusing on what is regarded as most important (technology, functionality, time, cost, relationships, politics).
- **Identification of the partners’ relation to the main project:** Focusing on the commitment, trust, confidence or opposition.
- **Identification of risk if the informal group dissolve:** Focusing on the risks for group dissolving.

6.2 Culture goals

This section focuses on the culture related goals, including task approach, relation to others and to time, visionary, decision making, and communication.

- **Identification of the partners’ approach to tasks:** Focusing on a practical or theoretical, and single- versus multi-task oriented approach.
- **Identification of the partners’ way of relating to others:** Focusing on the relationship orientation, and the important factors for establishing relationships.
- **Identification of the partners’ relation to time:** Focusing on planning preferences and long- versus short-term.
- **Identification of the partners’ preferences for visionary solutions:** Focusing on the tendency to future-orientation or historical restraints.
- **Identification of the partners’ decision making practice:** Focusing on the mandate for decision-making, the importance of and basis for decision-making, group consensus, and the status of decision-makers.
- **Identification of the partners’ preferred way of communicating:** Focusing on clarity and mediums for communication.

6.3 Context goals

This section includes goals on the partner’s experience and competence within the application domain area, with political governed projects, on technology, and project management, as well as influential national political processes.

- **Identification of the partners’ competence and experience within the application domain area:** Focusing on experience and formal training.
- **Identification of the partners’ competence and experience working with political governed projects:** Focusing on experience, understanding and ability to predict.
- **Identification of the partners’ approach to project management:** Focusing on use of project management method.
- **Identification of the partners’ approach to system development:** Focusing on use of system development method.
- **Identification of the partners’ competence and experience on technical issues:** Focusing on proper technological understanding.
- **Identification of the partners’ corresponding views on the project:** Focusing on corresponding views on for example technology, requirements, and plans.
- **Identification of political processes of the nations that may have consequences for the project execution:** Focusing on the vulnerability towards political processes.

6.4 Example Questions and Metrics

To illustrate the complete GQM structure in the framework, the questions and metrics of the “Identification of the partners’ way of relating to others” goal is included below.

**Goal: Identification of the partners’ way of relating to others.**

**Question:** To what extent does the partner seem to focus on relationships? (“yes” on metrics tends to relationship orientation)

- **Metric:** The partner seems to need time for building relations before going into detail discussion of the case in question
- **Metric:** The partner is likely to find trust and loyalty to be a result of long-term relationships, and something that not easily is achieved
Further work will firstly be to study other partners of the present case, secondly to study the validity of the framework towards other cross-cultural collaborative projects.

The framework considers large-scale project executed in a cross-cultural setting. For the case studied, this is within the ICT industry. Through some minor adaptations the framework will easily apply for also other kinds of industries and projects. This will also be in the scope of further work.

We are currently planning a project where we will use the findings presented in this paper as one input. We will through this project to enable research-based and validated risk management of globally distributed software work. This will be done through identifying the parameters of the work context as well as the parameters of risk management that are affected by a globally distributed setting, and analyse their relations, in order to apply the best risk management to a given context. This research project will give an answer on whether and eventually how this can be done.
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